DEPRESSION
To be happy, several brain regions have to be activated simultaneously. If only one of these
regions...

BURN OUT
Magnetic stimulation helps against and to prevent Burn-out. Treatment can be performed...

ANXIETY
The stimulation protocol developed by Dr. Seemann, stimulates several brain areas sychronically...

DEMENTIA
Since 2002 Dr. Seemann treats demented patients successfully with rTMS...

A hearty welcome !
Modern hi-tech medicine discovered the potential of natural
magnetic waves
Let yourself be affected by the natural power and positive energy of physiologic magnetic waves. We
offer an outpatient clinic treatment with rTMS.

What is repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation - rTMS?

The repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (rTMS) is

employed to stimulate the brain and its nerve cells by natural magnetic waves either for activity or
relaxation. It terms a method of careful natural healing that wins more and more.
There are devices for physicians and other therapists for stationary usage. After 15 years of intense
experience Dr. Seemann developed the most advanced stimulation protocol for treatment in outpatient
ambulatory as well as a special mobile home care treatment product, easy to handle.

The listed effects of magnetic stimulation on the brain are well documented:
Improved blood circulation and oxygen supply
detoxication and regeneration of the brain
it contributes to vital energy and mental balance
improved neuroplasticity and increased functional connectivity

emerging new dynamic states
synchronisation of brain activity
sharpening and shifting of frequencies

With our experience and knowledge about magnetic stimulation we can give hope to many suffering
people to enable them for a normal, confident and self-determined life.
>>> rTMS in outpatient treatment

Dr. med. O. Seemann

Dr. Seemann started his studies 1988 in Heidelberg and absolved one year in Barcelona within the
Erasmus- scholarship and returned to Germany where he finished in 1993 at the elite university LMU
Munich.
With his dissertation in the field of hormone research he graduated magna cum laude.

After experiences in neurology and neurosurgery he was mainly interested in humanistic topics.
Therefore he studied philosophy at the LMU Munich (e.g. at Prof. Dieter Heinrich) in order to deal with
the theories of self-affirmation, subjectivity and self-confidence.
After this, the relation between medicine and human sciences were of interest to him, what led him to
pass further education measures as psychiatrist and psychotherapist at ‚Koeniglich Psychiatrische
Universitaetsklinik LMU Muenchen’. He is approved at the Bavarian Medical Council since 2001 as
Consultant in Psychiatry.
Since 202 he researches the effects of magnetic stimulation (rTMS) on psychiatric and neurological
disorders and as a method for boosting wellness and spiritual intelligence for healthy people.
He is pioneer and "First mover" in german poutpatient treatment with rTMS. Since 2002 he experienced
the method in an individual manner dedicated to each patient, so he is probably the most experienced
physician worldwide using rTMS.
On March 5th, 2002 he began treatment of a Alzheimer´s patient with his own rTMS stimulation protocol.
For the first time worldwide it was a successful treatment, improving vigilance and communication
ressources.
It is his vision to customize rTMS for as many people as possible to make them happy and to give them
back their natural power by nature itself - in medical terms to give a resonace to a self organised system.
Through his research he developed the hitherto only mobile magnetic applicator >>> GLAD-X®
>>> rTMS in outpatient treatment

Togehter with medical professionals and natural healers I founded a task fore to promote Behavioural
Therapy through spiritual intelligence (Spiritual Augmented Cognitive Behavioural Therapy).
I consult corporates for the topics: Boosting Work Place Health and Productivity
Membership:
International Institute of Organisational Psychological Medicine (IIOPM)

